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Summary 

The purpose of this senior design project is to develop a remotely controlled lunar 

excavator that can be used to collect 300 kilograms of lunar regolith in 15 minutes. The finished 

lunar excavator will take part in a NASA sponsored competition in 2012. The design stage of the 

project began with watching numerous videos of past competitions and researching and debating 

about which designs were the best. A lot of time was also spent talking to former Auburn 

students who worked on Auburn’s previous version of the lunar excavator. Three good designs 

were developed and debated in greater detail. All three designs feature six wheels, and a large 

hopper that is emptied into the collection bin. The three designs included a design using a belt 

with small buckets that scooped regolith into a hopper, and a design featuring a small bucket that 

dumped into a hopper, which was then emptied via an auger. A plus-minus system was utilized 

to select a design that incorporates one small bucket to scoop regolith and then dump it into a 

larger hopper on the back of the excavator. When the large hopper is full, the excavator is driven 

to the collection bin and the hopper is emptied. Work was immediately started on CAD 

drawings, the midterm report, and a Working Model simulation.  
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1.0  Introduction 

NASA’s Lunabotics Mining Competition is held once a year to encourage development 

of innovative lunar excavation concepts that could be used in real world application.  The design 

problem is to design and build a remote controlled or autonomous excavator that can collect and 

deposit lunar stimulant.  The project is assumed to have the same requirements as the 2011 

competition.  The excavator has to weigh no more than 80 kg, be no taller than 2 m at any point 

in the competition, and be no longer than 1.5 m and no wider than 0.75 m at the start of the 

competition.  A full list of the rules and requirements are attached in Appendix A.  Last year’s 

competition winners were Laurentian University with a mini scoop conveyor design that 

gathered 237 kg of regolith.  Second place winners were University of North Dakota with a 

hopper design that gathered 172 kg of regolith.  Third place winners were University of West 

Virginia with a rotating barrel with pockets design that collected 106 kg of regolith. 

The systems engineering approach, including the use of the Vee Chart and the 11 

Systems Engineering Functions, was used to take the lunar excavator design from a list of given 

requirements and constraints to a finalized concept.  This report details the steps taken to reach 

the final design concept, including defining a mission objective, formulating multiple design 

concepts, and creating a decision matrix.  The decision matrix takes into affect advantages and 

disadvantages to each concept along with the probability of failure.  From this matrix, hours of 

research and discussion, and from studying previous competition videos a finalized concept was 

chosen.  This finalized concept will be discussed in further detail in the following sections of the 

report breaking the system down into 3 main subsystems: scoop system, drive system, and dump 

system.  The electrical and frame subsystems are also discussed in limited detail. 



This report details how the finalized concept was chosen and provides an overview of the 

concept of operation of the system.  The critical design review report due at the end of the 

summer will then provide a further complete detailed design of the concept and its subsystems. 

2.0 Project Management 

 The lunar excavator senior design project consists of an instructor, three sponsors, one 

project manager, and four system engineers, one of which acts as the scribe for the project.  The 

breakdown of the management structure is shown in Appendix B.  Over half of the time 

breakdown was spent on concept generation and the other part spent on concept analysis and 

verification.  The complete work breakdown to date is shown in the Gantt chart attached in 

Appendix C. 

3.0 Mission Objective 

The Mission Objective is to create an autonomous excavator that weighs less than 80 kg, 

can collect and deposit at least 300 kg of lunar regolith within the 15 minute time limit, and that 

will win the 2012 Lunabotics Mining Competition.  The overall size cannot exceed 0.75 m width 

x 1.5 m length x 2 m height at the start of the competition.  However, the length and width 

constraints may be exceeded once the competition starts.  

4.0 Mission Environment 

 The mission environment is an Earth representation of the Moon’s lunar surface.  The 

testing environment at NASA’s Kennedy Space Center will use Black Point-1 (BP-1) which is a 

nearly exact replica of lunar regolith.  Lunar regolith stimulant is a very fine powder with a 

particle size between than 60 and 80 micrometers.  The regolith has a tendency to cling to 



everything it touches.  The lunarena will have two teams competing at one time in parallel areas.  

The areas will be separated by a wall but the dust the other team kicks up will travel into the 

other arena.  In the pictures of competition last year the arena appeared to be open to the 

environment which would allow for humidity and wind to enter the competition area.   The 

lunarena will be 3.88 m wide by 7.38 m long and 1 m deep as shown in Figure 1.  

 

     

Figure 1 : Lunarena Diagram 

The collection bin is 1.65 m wide by .48 m deep.  There are two craters placed that are no more 

than 30 cm in depth or width.  Three obstacles will be placed in the arena with diameters 

between 20 and 30 cm and masses between 7 and 10 kg.  The dust will be a significant factor 

since the robot will be operated by cameras that need a clean lens to work efficiently.  The dust 

could also affect the electronics if they get coated during the competition.   

 On the actual Moon’s the environment is much different that the simulation on earth.  

The gravity on the moon is 1.6 m/s
2
.  Due to the lack of an atmosphere the surface is in a total 



vacuum with the temperature ranging from 300˚F in the sun to -250˚F in the shade.  The Moon’s 

surface is littered with large craters much larger than the 30 cm craters in the competition.  These 

factors are too difficult to reproduce on Earth and are excluded from the competition 

environment.  

5.0 Architectural Design Development 

 The systems engineering approach, including the use of the Vee Chart and the 11 

Systems Engineering Functions, was used to take the lunar excavator design from a list of given 

requirements and constraints to a finalized concept.  The functional decomposition for the lunar 

excavator is broken down in Appendix D.  From this functional decomposition, weeks of 

research and discussion, studying numerous previous competition videos, speaking with former 

Auburn competition goers, and from formulating a decision matrix, a finalized concept was 

chosen.  This concept generation process and the finalized concept will be discussed in further 

detail in the following sections of the report breaking the system down into five subsystems: 

electrical system, frame system, scoop system, drive system, and dump system. 



5.1 Concept Generation 

The Lunar Excavator project has five separate subsystems: electrical system, drive 

system, frame system, scoop system, and dump system   The concept generation for the lunar 

excavator project was initially broken into three main subsystems: drive system, scoop system, 

and dump system.  Figure 2 shows the concepts that were generated for the subsystems. 

 

Figure 2 : Subsystem Concept Table 

 

5.1.1 Electrical Subsystem 

The electrical system has not been analyzed thoroughly to date due to the lack of 

knowledge of needs for the subsystem. The drive, scoop, and dump systems will all utilize 



electrical components, so each of these subsystems must be analyzed prior to alteration of the 

electrical system. To analyze the other four subsystems, time was spent coming up with many 

different design ideas for each subsystem after watching videos of previous competitions.  

5.1.2 Drive Subsystem 

Functional Requirement 

1. Shall be able to transfer the regolith to the desired position 

2. Shall be able to pass 30cm crater 

Performance Requirement 

1. Shall transfer maximum 150kg of regolith 

For the drive system, the decision lay between whether to use tracks or wheels. If wheels 

were chosen, the decision between whether to use four or six wheels had to be made. The three 

main deciding factors for the drive system were traction, power, and failure prevention. Traction 

is determined by the tread pattern of the drive device and the surface area in contact with the 

ground. Tread pattern can be matched on any of the drive options, but the track and six wheeled 

options hold obvious advantages in surface area. The six wheel option has the power advantage 

due to the use of six motors to drive the vehicle rather than four. The four wheel option was cut 

disregarded after falling last in the previous two factors that were analyzed. Since the six wheels 

and track were almost even in advantages a failure prevention analysis was performed. As seen 

from the previous competition, the track system can become loose and detach from the drive 

system. If the tracks fail, there is no way to reassemble the track system, and the excavator would 

be left with four wheels not designed for traction in regolith. The likelihood of failure with the 

six wheel design is less likely, but even if a wheel fails, the excavator is left with working wheels 

designed to have traction on the regolith surface. 



5.1.3 Frame Subsystem 

Functional Requirement 

1. Shall be able to provide rigidity on which the bucket and mechanical linkage can fasten  

2. Shall be designed to provide easy interfacing to the bucket and mechanical linkage  

3. Shall provide wheels to support bucket in all three mechanical positions  

4. Shall interface with the provided interfacing plate  

Performance Requirement 

1. Shall hold maximum 150kg of regolith 

The frame subsystem design depends on the needs of the drive, scoop, and dump 

subsystems, but the choice of frame material to use had to be made. The three options for frame 

materials were square aluminum tubing, square fiberglass tubing, or square carbon fiber tubing. 

The deciding factors for the materials were strength and weight. The carbon fiber excelled in 

weight followed by the fiberglass tubing. The aluminum had the highest strength, but it was 

followed closely by the fiberglass. The decision was made to go with the fiberglass tubing to 

have both strength and weight advantages. This was the same frame material used by the 

previous team as well. 

5.1.4 Scoop Subsystem 

Functional Requirement 

1. Shall be designed to provide an enough angle to accommodate excavating and dumping 

2. Shall be designed to accommodate flow of regolith during dumping 

Performance Requirement 

1. Shall scoop and dump into the hopper 300kg of regolith in 15 minutes 



The scoop and dump subsystem were the two most important designs to select. The scoop 

design determines how much and how quickly the excavator can extract regolith from the 

surface. From researching video, it was clear that there were two main designs utilized most in 

competition. The winning design last year consisted of many smaller buckets mounted in a belt 

type system for continuous removal of regolith. An advantage to this system is that the excavator 

will continuously remove regolith with no breaks as long and the buckets are kept buried in the 

top layer. Disadvantages to the belt type system were the small size of the buckets and the 

difficulty in keeping the buckets buried in the top layer of regolith. The second place excavator 

used the same type of scoop design as auburn’s previous teams. This “bobcat” design used and 

single large forward mounted bucket which is pushed by the excavator to remove regolith. The 

advantages to the bucket are the ability to mine large amounts of regolith with each scoop, the 

ability to mine the more dense material below the raked top surface, and the simple design has 

few parts making system failure less likely than with the belt system. The disadvantage of the 

“bobcat” design is the lack in continuous soil removal. Through video research, our team 

determined that the single large bucket was able to remove more regolith in a shorter period of 

time than the small bucket/belt system. The limiting factor for the large bucket design in the 

previous competition was the inability to store regolith. The large bucket excavators were forced 

to travel to the collection bin after a single scoop was made wasting precious minutes of digging 

time. The single large bucket scoop was selected as the design to move forward due to the ability 

to mine the most regolith within the shortest period of time. This design also prevents total 

mission failure if the dump subsystem fails. 

 

 



5.1.5 Dump Subsystem 

Functional Requirement 

1. Shall provide a method of keeping regolith from spilling during transport 

2. Shall be designed to accommodate flow of regolith during dumping 

Performance Requirement 

1. Shall hold maximum 150kg of regolith 

The dump subsystem design was met with many different initial ideas. The winning team 

from the previous year’s competition used a hopper design paired with a belt/bucket unloader. 

The second place team used a completely different design utilizing the scoop/dump system as a 

single unit. As stated earlier, the single unit scoop/dump system wasted large amounts of time 

maneuvering between the mining area and the collection bin.  A large hopper design was chosen 

to prevent the need to make so many trips to and from the collection bin. A design for the 

mechanism to be used to empty the hopper then had to be chosen. Three main design options 

were considered for emptying the hopper: an auger system, a belt system, and the actual hopper 

as the dump system. An auger would continuously remove the regolith from the hopper as long 

as loose material was entering the auger screw, but the material properties of the regolith cause it 

to clump together. One of these clumps could lodge itself over the auger screw entrance 

preventing the auger from removing any regolith from the hopper. The belt dump system allows 

for continuous removal of regolith from the hopper. However, the material entrance is not 

required to be enclosed as an auger entrance would be solving the regolith clumping problem. 

The final design option was to have the entire hopper be lifted by an actuator and pivot around 

the top rear of the excavator. This design was selected due to the ability to dump the entire load 



all at once. The chances of system failure are lower than that of the other two subsystems with 

the actuator being the only component that could cause the system to fail.  

Figure 3 shows the decision matrix used in the analysis and choice of each subsystem 

design. 

 

Figure 3 : Decision Matrix 

 

 

5.2 Subsystem Design Engineering: 

The final concept chosen is a 6 wheel, scoop bucket, dump hopper design.  Figure 4 

shows a screen shot from the 3D Solid Edge assembly of the excavator concept.   



 

Figure 4 : 3D Model of Final Concept 

The Lunar Excavator project was initially broken into five separate subsystems: electrical 

system, drive system, frame system, scoop system, and dump system. Concept of operation, 

details of the work done to date for each subsystem, and the test plan to validate and verify the 

system are discussed below. 

5.2.1 Concept of Operations 

The developed lunar excavator must operate precisely in a dusty and dirty environment.  

It needs to be able to scoop, transport, and dump as much regolith as it can in 15 minutes.  The 

concept of operations is meant to show how the excavator will meet the system requirements.  

Operations are given in a timeline. 

Time-ordered sequence of events: 

1) Two Netbooks are booted up and the onboard Netbook connects and runs software 

automatically 

2) The control module is opened on the control Netbook using Python software  



3) The router power is connected and both  Netbooks are connected to the team’s 

network 

4) The Xbox 360 controller is connected to the control Netbook 

5) The connect button and remote start button are pressed on the control module, which 

is on the control Netbook 

6) The Xbox 360 controller is used to control the excavator through the following steps 

7) Bucket is pushed along surface of regolith until it reaches maximum capacity as 

shown in Figure 5 

 

Figure 5 : Excavation Process 

 

8) Bucket is rotated upward so that bucket dumps into large hopper on vehicle as shown 

in Figure 6 

 

Figure 6 : Filling Storage Hopper 

9) When hopper reaches capacity, vehicle is backed up to collection bin 



10) Hopper is dumped into collection bin, and vehicle is moved back to digging section 

as shown in Figure 7 

 

Figure 7 : Dumping the Hopper 

 

5.2.2 Electrical Subsystem 

The electrical system has not been analyzed thoroughly to date due to the lack of 

knowledge of needs for the subsystem. The drive, scoop, and dump systems will all utilize 

electrical components, so each of these subsystems must be analyzed prior to alteration of the 

electrical system.  As of now, the electrical system from last year’s excavator will be 

incorporated into this year’s design.  The current electrical diagram is shown in Appendix E. 

Testing of the old excavator and electrical system was performed at the National Soil Dynamics 

Research Laboratory.  The electrical system performance proved satisfactory.  The only issues 

were with the battery and Netbook housing.  Battery connection was lost because of lack of 

constraint.  As of now the battery and Netbook are just placed in the frame with no constraints.  

The new design will incorporate specific housing for each to eliminate this issue and to 

protect/cushion the Netbook from vibration damage.  The current electrical system is connected 



to the frame with Velcro.  This electrical system will be taken out of the old excavator and 

attached to the new excavator’s frame in the same fashion. 

5.2.3 Drive Subsystem 

 The drive system chosen for the excavator is a six wheel option; each wheel is powered 

by a motor, as shown in Figure 8.   

 

Figure 8 : Drive/Frame Subsystem 

The motor specifications for the current motors are attached in Appendix F.  Having a small 

bucket dumping into a bigger hopper, being able to transport a significant amount of weight was 

a concern.  Speed tests were performed at the National Soil Dynamics Research Laboratory 

using last year’s excavator.  Table 1 shows the data that was gathered from testing. 

Table 1 : USDA Speed Testing 

Speed Test Results  

Weight 

Added Distance Time 

Avg. 

Velocity 

0 kg 5 m 7.0 sec 0.714 m/s 

95 kg 5 m 8.0 sec 0.625 m/s 

196 kg 5 m 10.3 sec 0.485 m/s 

 



The motor’s performance was not affected much by the added weight.  The loss of 

velocity was due mostly to the fact the test was done with the old excavator which has four small 

wheels and minimal ground clearance.  So with the six wheels that are bigger in diameter and 

wider on the final concept, these test results can be considered worst case scenario.  This test 

proves that our design should be able to carry the 150 kg max load. 

5.2.4 Frame Subsystem 

 The frame of the excavator will be similar to the previous year’s frame design. The 

fiberglass square tubing will be used for the frame material. The fiberglass material is lighter 

than aluminum, and the material has been proven through testing to be strong enough to handle 

the loads exerted on the excavator. A central box of tubing with paneling will be used to house 

the electronics. All of the other subsystems will extend from the central box. CAD analysis in 

Solid Edge, shown in Appendix G, validates that the frame geometry setup has no conflicts with 

the other subsystems as currently designed.  The CAD drawing of the Drive/Frame System is 

shown in Appendix G. 

5.2.5 Scoop Subsystem 

 The scoop system chosen for the excavator utilizes an arm and two actuators to operate a 

large bucket as shown in Figure 9.  



 

Figure 9 : Scoop Subsystem 

This design is similar to the design of the previous year’s excavator. After watching 

many competition videos, a conclusion was drawn that the large bucket system could remove the 

greatest amount of regolith for a given time period. After calculating the maximum volume of 

regolith the bucket could hold and using an average density of one g/cm^3, the maximum weight 

the bucket and arm would need to support is eighteen kilograms. Finite element analysis while 

applying uniform pressure equal to having a full load proved that the bucket and arm could 

handle the maximum stress. The initial design of this system used a motor to rotate the base of 

the arm for motion control, but the torque needed to overcome the moment was determined to be 

unrealistic by working model analysis. A revised design using an actuator mounted in front of 

the arm/frame pivot point applying a linear force to the arm was devised. Also, the excavator 

bucket differs from the previous year’s design. The current bucket will be smooth on all interior 

surfaces allowing regolith to slide in and out with a minimum dumping angle. To allow the 

bucket to gather more regolith with each scoop, the width of the bucket was decreased in 

comparison to the previous year’s bucket. This allows the excavator drive system to have enough 

power to not bog down while driving the scoop into the regolith. Working model analysis, shown 

in Appendix H, proves that realistic actuators can handle the forces needed to operate the arm 



and scoop. CAD analysis in Solid Edge, shown in Appendix G, validates that the arm and bucket 

geometry setup has no conflicts with the other subsystems as currently designed.  The scoop 

system CAD drawing is shown in Appendix G.   

5.2.6 Dump Subsystem 

The dump system chosen for the excavator consists of a large storage hopper connected 

to an actuator as shown in Figure 10.  

 

Figure 10 : Storage Hopper Subsystem 

 The dump system CAD drawing is shown in Appendix G.  The large storage hopper is 

used to eliminate wasted time maneuvering between the mining area and the collection bin. 

Testing at the National Soil Dynamics Research Laboratory using the previous year’s excavator 

loaded with 196 kg proved that the frame and motors could handle the excess weight. 

Calculations to find the max weight of regolith in the hopper were performed using volume and 

density. The current hopper design will hold approximately 150 kg when fully loaded. Finite 

element analysis performed in Solid Edge, shown in Appendix G, proves that the current hopper 

can handle the 150 kg max load. An actuator and hinge mechanism was chosen for dumping 

regolith into the collection bin. Many design options were considered, but no other design 

allowed the excavator to dump the entire load at once using a minimal number of moving parts. 

The excavator will be able to return to the digging area of the regolith pit by unloading the entire 

hopper at once rather than a continuous belt or auger system. The single actuator rather than 



motors, belts, chains, or auger screws decreases the probability of failure of the dumping system. 

Working model analysis, shown in Appendix H, proves that a realistic actuator can handle the 

forces needed to dump the hopper. CAD analysis in Solid Edge, shown in Appendix G, validates 

that the hopper and dump actuator geometry setup has no conflicts with the other subsystems as 

currently designed.  

5.3 Validate and Verify 

Through the entire systems engineering process it is important to make sure that the 

system will meet all requirements once completed.  A large part of making sure that the design is 

on track is validation and verification.  Validation for this senior design project will be done 

using mostly Portland cement mix to represent lunar regolith.  The first test that will be 

conducted will show the required angle of the hopper in order to dump a load of regolith. A sheet 

of aluminum representing the hopper bottom will be laid flat and covered with the Portland 

cement and then lifted until all of the cement slides off. The angle of the aluminum will be 

calculated, and the required angle of the hopper will be determined.   

All subsystems will be operated independently, or verified, before being integrated into 

the total system.  This will ensure that all components will work as specified.  Also, CAD 

drawings and finite element analysis will help verify correct operation of the design. Verification 

of Auburn’s old lunar excavator was done at the National Soil Dynamics Research Laboratory, 

since most of the electronics from the old excavator will be used in the new excavator.  Results 

from the test showed some flaws in the old design, but also proved that the current electric 

motors are sufficient for use on the new excavator.  Testing was done of acceleration using 

various loads. With no external load on the old excavator it was able to travel five meters in 7.0 

seconds.  Under an external load of ninety-five kilograms the old excavator was able to travel 



five meters in 8.0 seconds.  Under an external load of 196 kilograms the old excavator was able 

to travel five meters in 10.3 seconds.  This was deemed an acceptable acceleration if at least 300 

kilograms of regolith is to be gathered in fifteen minutes. 

6.0 Interfaces 

 Mechanical interfaces of the bucket, arm, and hopper subassemblies to the frame and also 

actuator interfaces are all supported by pin joints.  The electrical to mechanical interfaces will 

utilize the same Sabertooth Motor Controllers as the previous year’s excavator.  Further interface 

details will be discussed in the critical design report. 

7.0 First-cut Economic Analysis 

A first-cut bill of materials is shown in Appendix I.   Prices were taken from last year’s 

bill of material list and from supplier’s websites.  Total estimated costs for parts that will be 

reused in the design were set to $0.00.  The total estimated cost at this point in the design process 

is $2,014.  Although this breakdown was just an estimate, the total estimated cost came out way 

below budget.  Better motors or actuators may be researched with the extra budget.  Further into 

the design process a more detailed and accurate bill of material and cost breakdown will be 

provided in the critical design review report.  

8.0 Mass Budget Tracking 

Tracking resource budgets is necessary for this project to ensure the weight limitation of 

80 kg is met.  A rough estimate of the system mass breakdown is shown in Appendix J.  The 

estimated weight at this point in the design process is 73.4 kg.  This mass budget is only an 



estimate and will be detailed more accurately in the critical design review that follows further in 

the design process. 

9.0 Conclusions 

For designing the excavator, the mission objective of the NASA’s competition is 

collecting 10kg of regolith in 15 minutes. To win the competition, the team made the goal to 

collect 500 kg of regolith in 15 minutes. Before selecting the final design, the team had 3 

alternative systems (bucket, 6 wheels, and auger), (bucket, 6 wheels, hopper), and (belt with 

small buckets, 6 wheels, hopper). To select the final design, the team evaluated the ideas and 

picked the best designs, and got the best scores for the bucket, 6 wheels, and hopper system. The 

design needed to be simple and have less complicated components to avoid braking.  The 

excavator mass requirement is less than 80kg so to make the excavator light the team selected 

fiberglass for the material. Fiberglass is hard enough to handle 200kg of the regolith to carry.  

For the next review, the team will complete the set of dimensioned part and assembly 

drawings, of details with the solid edge program, so that team could build the device from the 

drawing set.   
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Appendix C: Gantt Chart 

 

 



Appendix D: Functional Decomposition 
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Appendix E: Electrical Diagram 

 



Appendix F: Wheel Motor Specification Sheet 

 



Appendix G: Solid Edge  

Appendix G.1:Solid Edge Finite Analysis 

 

Hopper Bending Displacement 
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Appendix G.2: CAD Drawings 

Drive System CAD Drawing 



Scoop System CAD Drawing 

 



 

Dump System CAD Drawing 



Appendix H: Working Model Analysis 
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Appendix I: First Cut Economic Analysis 

First Cut Economic Analysis 

Item Component Supplier/Desc 

Original 

Unit Cost Qty 

Total 

Estimated 

Cost 

1 Scoop & Hopper 

Buckets 

1/8" Aluminum 

Plate 4'x4' $160.00 1 $160.00  

2 Actuator (reuse 1) Linak $452.00 3 $904.00  

3 

Mechanical Arms 

Fiberglass Tubing, 

Joints $200.00 1 $200.00  

4 

Wheel 

Machined 

Polyethylene $100.00 6 $600.00  

5 

Motor (reuse 6) 

ISL Products / IG-

52GM, 24V  $125.00 6 $0.00  

6 

Body (reuse leftover) 

 (tubing, panels, 

etc) $250.00 1 $0.00  

7 Electrical Circuit 

System (reuse) 

Sparkfun 

Electronics $70.00 1 $0.00  

8 Batteries 10 Ah, 24V $130.00 2 $0.00  

9 Netbook (reuse) 

Netbook Samsung 

NF310-A01 $400.00 1 $0.00  

10 Cameras (reuse) 

Newegg.com/ 

Webcams $40.00 3 $0.00  

11 Fasteners   $100.00 1 $100.00  

12 Router (reuse) 

Newegg.com/ 

ASUS Router $65.00 1 $0.00  

13 

Extra Electrical 

Components 

Sparkfun 

Electronics $50.00 1 $50.00  

TOTAL ESTIMATED COST $2,014.00 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Appendix J: Mass Budget Tracking 

 

Mass Budget Tracking 

Subsystem Component 

Mass 

(kg) Qty 

Mass Total 

(kg) 

Scoop System Bucket 2.800 1 2.800 

  Actuator 2.500 2 5.000 

  Mechanical Arms 2.500 1 2.500 

Drive System Wheel 3.100 6 18.600 

Motor 0.920 6 5.520 

Dump System Bucket 10.000 1 10.000 

Actuator 6.800 1 6.800 

Frame Body (tubing, panels, 

etc) 12.000 1 12.000 

Electrical Circuit 

System 0.500 1 0.500 

Batteries 2.700 2 5.400 

Netbook 1.500 1 1.500 

Miscellaneous Cameras 0.097 3 0.291 

Fasteners 2.500 1 2.500 

Total Weight 

(kg)   73.411 

 

 

 

 

 


